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Chapter 4

Satellite Based Change Detection

Introduction

This chapter will review satellite-based change detection.  We will start with an overview

of the general change detection procedure and then become more specific regarding

particular change detection algorithms.  Here, the emphasis will be on pre-classification, or

“spectral-based”, change detection.  Several change detection algorithms fall into this

general class and many studies have utilized this method.  As mentioned in the

introductory chapter, spectral based change detection methods use some function of the

spectral values from two different images acquired at two different times.  If the result of

this function is beyond a certain threshold value the pixel is considered to have changed.

In this review of change-detection methods we will see that the choice of which function

to use and/or where to set the threshold is somewhat arbitrary.  In our example (Chapter

6), we see how the use of Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) provides a standardized

method to determine the most significant function of the reflectance values to use in for a

change detection.  We conclude this chapter with a summary of the change detection

algorithms, describing which of these have the possibility of being enhanced through the

use of GLMs.

As a foundation for this chapter we will use the framework and terminology used by Dr.

John Jensen in his text “Introductory Digital Image Processing” (Jensen, 1996).  This

closely matches the terminology used by the NOAA C-CAP program (Dobson, 1995) and,

because it is contained in a recent text, it is available as reference to a wide audience.
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The overall remotely sensed change detection procedure is given in Jensen’s Figure 9 - 1

(1996, p. 258), which describes the general steps used to conduct digital change detection

using remote sensor data.  It is reproduced, with permission from Dr. Jensen, here as

figure 4.1.  This framework contains the components of a complete change detection

process.  Note that all steps are important and they are inter-related.  Most of the

components of change detection can have a significant impact on the quality of the final

change detection product.  However our proposed use of GLMs cannot improve every

aspect of the change detection procedure.  We believe it will contribute most to the

selection of an appropriate change detection algorithm.  We also believe that GLMs can be

used to enhance quality assurance and change detection products.  The first three chapters

have established our study in the general context given in figure 4.1 up to the item of

selecting an appropriate change detection algorithm.

This chapter will present different change detection algorithms and then discuss how they

relate to our proposed use of GLMs.  In the following chapter we describe the

components and assumptions involved with GLMs and discuss how these models relate to

certain change detection algorithms.  The remaining chapters will use our study as an

example of using GLMs, showing how this modeling helps with the selection of an

appropriate change detection algorithm and how the models can enhance the remaining

general steps used to conduct change detection using remote sensor data.
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State the Change Detection Problem
• Define the study area
• Specify frequency of change detection (e.g. seasonal, yearly)
• Identify classes from an appropriate land cover classification system

 
 Considerations of Significance When Performing Change Detection

• Remote Sensing System Considerations
◊ Temporal resolution
◊ Spatial Resolution and Look Angle
◊ Spectral resolution
◊ Radiometric resolution

• Environmental Considerations
◊ Atmospheric conditions
◊ Soil moisture conditions
◊ Phenological cycle characteristics
◊ Tidal stage

 
 Image Processing of Remote Sensor Data to Extract Change Information

• Acquire Appropriate Change Detection Data
◊ In situ and collateral data
◊ Remotely sensed data

♦ Base year (Time n)
♦ Subsequent Year(s) (Time n-1 or n+1)

• Preprocess the Multiple Date Remotely Sensed Data
◊ Geometric registration
◊ Radiometric correction (or normalization)

• Select Appropriate Change Detection Algorithm
• Apply Appropriate Image Classification Logic If Necessary

◊ Supervised, unsupervised, hybrid
• Perform Change Detection using GIS Algorithms

◊ Highlight selected classes using change detection matrix
◊ Generate change map products
◊ Compute change statistics

 Quality Assurance and Control Program
• Assess Statistical Accuracy of

◊ Individual date classifications
◊ Change detection products

 
 Distribute Results

• Digital products
• Analog (hardcopy) products

Figure 4.1: General steps used to conduct digital change detection using remote sensor data
(reproduced, with permission, from Jensen, 1996, Figure 9-1, p. 258)
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Change detection algorithms
In this section we will discuss nine basic algorithms as classified by Jensen (1996).

Certainly, there are other ways in which to classify change detection algorithms.  For

example, see Coppin and Bauer (1996) for a very thorough review of satellite-based

change detection in forest ecosystems.  However, Jensen’s system is consistent with the

C-CAP protocol and our study fits well into Jensen’s system.  Each method is followed by

a brief description and some discussion of studies relevant to that method. The objective

of this section is to present change detection procedures so that, in the following section,

we can discuss which of these methods can utilize GLMs.

Write function memory insertion (Jensen, 1996, pp. 262 - 266, Dobson, 1995, pp. 16
- 17)

This involves a false color display where blue, green, and/or reds represent various bands

from different times.  For example, band 1 from a 1988 TM image could be displayed as

green and band 1 from a 1994 image could be displayed as red and the blue display could

be left blank.  The different color then represent differences in band one between the two

time periods.  (Perhaps a more intuitive name for this type of change detection might be

something like “false-color time image”.  Martin and Howarth (1989) refer to it simply as

“multi-date imagery”.)  Jensen et al. (1993b) found this method useful for the detection of

Cattail and Waterlily changes using SPOT data.  Crapper and Hynson (1983) describe a

similar method using Landsat photographic imagery as an economic and efficient method

for change analysis.

Multi-date composite image change detection (Jensen, 1996, p.  266, Dobson, 1995,
p. 17)

This involves combining the images, from two different times, to be used in the change

detection as one multi-layer image.  This multi-layer image is then subjected to analysis

involving the multiple layers.  That is, similar to classifying land cover types in a single

time with seven band of TM data, the composite image contains 14 bands.  There are
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different ways in which change information can then be extracted from the composite

image.  Change areas become “a class” to be extracted from the multi-layer image using

(more-or-less) standard classification techniques.  An example would be to use

unsupervised classification to create “change” and “no-change” clusters.  This approach

only works to the extent that change classes are spectrally significantly different (Lillesand

and Kiefer, 1994, p. 621).  Studies utilizing the composite image approach have used

principal component analysis (PCA).  PCA applied to composite imagery is described by

Richards (1993, section 11.7.5).  Working with a composite image, Muchoney and Haack

(1994) found principal component analysis superior to an unsupervised classification of

the composite.  Chavez and MacKinnon (1994) found the first two bands of a composite

image PCA to be more effective at detecting change than differences in Normalized

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI).   Fung and LeDrew (1987) compare different PCA

methods: standardized (correlation-based) versus non-standardized (covariance-based)

and total versus specific land cover analysis.  They do not attempt to establish which is

“better” but show the different methods will produce significantly different results.

Image algebra change detection (Jensen, 1996, pp. 266 - 269, Dobson, 1995, pp. 17 -
19)

This method involves various algebraic manipulations of the reflectance values.  A

particular example is image subtraction -- the difference between reflectance values for a

given band for two images.  Image algebra can also involve the subtraction of indices,

which, themselves are some function of the reflectance value calculated separately for the

two dates.  Another image algebra method is to compute the ratio of reflectance values.

An area is considered to have changed if the difference or ratio of reflectance values for

the pixel representing that area is beyond a set threshold.  Image “differencing” and image

“ratioing” are discussed in Lillesand and Kiefer’s text (1994, p. 621-2) although they do

not give an example using the method.  Price et al. (1992) use image differencing to detect

shrub dieback and found rather poor agreement with field verification (48.4% agreement).

In contrast, Bauer et al. (1994) found an overall accuracy near 90% for standardized

differencing.  Muchoney and Haack (1994) found that image differencing and PCA both
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offer the potential for monitoring forest defoliation.  Townshend et al. (1992) considered

the impact of mis-registration by looking at differences in Normalized Difference

Vegetation Index (NDVI) values for two dates.  Similarly, Choung (1992) compares

differences in NDVI as well as differences in Tassel-cap transformations. Green et al.

(1994) found image differencing of a single band to work better than differences in a

vegetation index. Another approach to image subtraction is based on image regression

where pixel values for date two are estimated using the information from date one.  Then,

the residual differences between predicted and actual values are used to assess change

(Singh, 1989).  This approach offers an alternative to direct subtraction which, in the

context of longitudinal data, can have correlation effects which often confuse the meaning

of the change value (Burr and Nesselroade, 1990).

Post classification comparison change detection (Jensen, 1996, pp. 269 - 270,
Dobson, 1995, pp. 19 - 20)

This is the most straightforward method of change detection.  It involves the overlay (or

“stacking”) of two or more classified images.  Change areas are simply those areas which

are not classified the same at different times. In a review paper, Singh (1989) found this

technique had the lowest accuracy when compared to various image algebra techniques

and PCA classification of a multi-date composite.  Muchoney and Haack (1994) found

post-classification inferior to both PCA and image differencing for monitoring defoliation;

pointing out that the method does not allow for normalizing differences between multi-

temporal data.  However, Jensen et al. (1995) did post-classification change detection

using classified images that were normalized previous to classification.  They found the

resulting change product satisfactory and useful as a display tool to exhibit an association

between Cattail/Sawgrass mixture and high concentrations of porewater phosphorus.

Ferguson et al. (1993) used post-classification to produce effective maps of changes in

Seagrass habitat and Jensen et al. (1987) did a post-classification change detection to

monitor wetland change in the Savannah River swamp forest.  Augenstein et al. (1991)

found post-classification acceptable for Kelp monitoring.  Jensen et al. (1993c) found the

method suitable for the C-CAP program as long as the individual data are classified as
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accurately as possible.  Hall et al. (1991b) found post classification change detection to

provide appropriate input into their land transformation model.

Multi date change detection using a binary mask applied to date 2 (Jensen, 1996, p.
270, Dobson, 1995, pp. 20 - 25)

This method is a hybrid combination of image algebra and post classification.  It involves

using image algebra to determine areas likely to have changed.  Those pixels determined

to have changed are labeled as 1 and those determined to have not changed are labeled as

0.  This results in a binary image of 0s and 1s.  The areas labeled as zero are “masked out”

and the areas labeled as 1 are then investigated with traditional classification methods to

determine “from-to” information.  By using a binary mask, analysts can focus particular

attention on change areas.  This may help to reduce errors that might occur in the post-

classification alone.  Jensen et al. (1993) use a binary mask on TM data in the context of a

C-CAP study.  They found the method to be useful but contingent on selection of the

appropriate threshold for the mask.

Multi-date change detection using ancillary data source as date 1 (Jensen, 1996, pp.
262 - 266, Dobson, 1995, p. 25)

This method is essentially a post classification change detection with the initial

classification derived from some source other than remotely sensed data (at least not

directly).   Change areas are determined in a fashion similar to the post-classification

method.  Westmoreland and Stow (1992) describe a similar, more general, approach of

integrating image data and GIS layers for identification of land-use and land-use updates.

Maclean et al. (1992) describe a general approach of integrating GIS and image data for

forest resource monitoring.

Manual, on-screen digitization of change (Jensen, 1996, pp. 271 - 274, Dobson, 1995,
pp. 26 - 27)

This approach is analogous to photo interpretation and involves similar considerations.
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The method visually determines change areas by simultaneously viewing two images.  This

method is not appropriate for large area, recurrent change detection due to its labor

intensive, non-automated nature.  However, when the interest is in a very particular

change phenomena, the method is appropriate and, perhaps, the only method capable of

such refined change determination.  Jensen (1996, p. 272 and figure 9-19) review this

method as a way to assess housing and geomorphological change caused by Hurricane

Hugo.  Martin and Howarth (1989) compare four methods for change-detection at the

urban-rural fringe: visual side-by-side inspection, visual write function memory insertion,

post-classification, and composite image supervised classification.  They found side-by-

side visual interpretation and supervised classification of the composite image provided the

most detail and had the highest overall accuracy.

Spectral change vector analysis (Jensen, 1996, pp. 275 - 276)

This method looks at changes in pixel values by considering the pixel locations for the two

dates in the multi-dimensional spectral space.  For example, the band one and band two

values for a particular pixel from one time will be located at a certain place in the band-

one/band-two two dimensional space.  That same pixel at the later date will also have a

location in the two dimensional space.  These two points comprise the head and tail of a

vector.  Change is determined by assessing the magnitude of the change vector.  The

direction of the vector can help determine “from-to” information (Jensen, 1996, p.275-6;

Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994, p. 623; Malila, 1980).  Malila (1980) initially proposed the

method.  (Table 2 in Malila’s study provides a more detailed description of this method’s

advantage.)  Michalek et al. (1993) investigate the utility of change vector analysis with

MSS data for monitoring changes in a Caribbean coastal zone and conclude the method

can be a valuable tool for coastal resource surveys, especially for identifying areas

suspected to have changed.  Attention can then be focused on these areas.  Choung (1992)

used an Euclidean distance change vector and found this method to provide results similar

to image ratioing but superior to other single band algebra methods and composite image

PCA.  Virag and Colwell (1987) used a combination of vector analysis with write insertion

memory function for “an improved method for producing color coded (change) images”
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(p. 1101).  Colwell and Weber (1981) apply a change vector analysis to data transformed

with the tassel-cap transformation.

Knowledge-based vision system for detecting change (Jensen, 1996, pp. 276 - 277)

This method, which attempts to conduct change detection with little human intervention,

is in its infancy (Jensen, 1996, p. 276-7).  Wang (1993) describes a knowledge-based

vision system used for detecting land changes at the urban fringe.  He describes the key

aspects of preprocessing, spatial representation and manipulation, and incorporation of

ancillary data.  As knowledge-based systems are developed, they will employ various

combinations of the different methods described above (Jensen, 1996).  As change

detection methods become more automated, a knowledge-based approach will provide a

format to integrate these methods into a system that will help to automate the entire

process.

This concludes the description of the nine basic change detection methods as classified by

Jensen (1996).  Now we consider these methods with respect to if and how they can be

enhanced with GLMs.

The Application of Statistical Models

Generalized Linear Models (GLMs) are applicable to any of the change detection

algorithms which utilize some function of the reflectance values and produce a change

product.  GLMs will be discussed in more detail in the following chapter but, for now,

suffice to say these models can be used to regress a discrete response on discrete or

continuous independent variables.  For satellite-based change detection, the descriptor or

prediction variables are the reflectance values from the different bands and the discrete

response pertains to whether or not change has occurred on the area.  As with all

statistical models, GLMs can assess which descriptor variables are the most significant in

predicting the response and how well the significant variables do in modeling the response.

Again, more detail on GLMs and their application to satellite-based change detection
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follow in the next chapter.  Here we will discuss which algorithms can utilize GLMs.

Table 4.1 summarizes the change detection algorithms.  The table contains a column for

each of the nine methods described in the previous section.  For each method we list the

advantages and disadvantages and some recent studies which have utilized that method.

This is followed by two rows relating the change detection algorithm to GLMs.  First we

list if the change detection algorithm involves setting a “change/no-change” threshold.

Then we list whether GLMs can be utilized for each algorithm.

We believe GLM can reduce the subjectivity and arbitrary nature of setting a threshold.

From this, we believe any change detection algorithm that requires setting a change

threshold level can be enhanced with GLMs.  Exactly how GLMs can be used to

investigate the effects of the location of the threshold level will be discussed in our

example presented in the following chapters.

In addition, and perhaps more significant, GLMs can be used to assess which function of

the reflectance values does best in predicting whether or not change has occurred.  As

with any regression modeling, statistical analysis can be used to determine which

explanatory variables are significant and what function of the significant variables

produces the best model.

By using GLMs to select significant explanatory variables and guide in setting the

“change/no-change” threshold, we believe our proposed method can contribute to the

Image Algebra, Binary Mask, and Spectral Change Vector algorithms.  Also, in as much

as reflectance values and change/no-change determination are components in a Knowledge

Based system, GLMs could also contribute to this algorithm.
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Table 4.1: Change Detection Methods (adapted in part from Jensen, 1996)

Write-function Multi-Date Image Algebra
Memory Composite Image

Advantages Visual Requires only Efficient method
examination a single

classification no need to
classify individual
scenes

Disadvantages non-quantitative Difficult to label no "from-to"
change classes information

No "from-to"
information little "from-to" requires careful

information selection of
threshold

Related Jensen et al., 1993b Singh, 1989 Singh, 1989
Studies Crapper and Mochoney and Mochoney and

    Hynson, 1983      Haack, 1994      Haack, 1994
Martin and Chavez and Townshend
     Howarth, 1989     MacKinnon, 1994      et al., 1992

Fung and Price et al., 1992
    LeDrew, 1987 Bauer et al., 1994
Martin and Green et al., 1994
     Howarth, 1989

Threshold none   none major
Issues component of

change detection

GLMs no   no   yes
Applicable
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Table 4.1 (continued): Change Detection Methods (adapted in part from Jensen, 1996)

Post Classification Binary Mask Using Ancillary
Data

Advantages Provides "from-to" Provides "from-to" Saves labor by
information information using existing data

produces a map could help reduce provides "from-to"
for each time period error in post- information

classification

Disadvantages depends on the requires a depends on the
accuracy of the number of steps quality of the
individual dates ancillary data

depends on (which may be
requires two an appropriate unknown)
classifications mask

Related Singh, 1989 Jensen et al., 1993 Westmoreland
Studies Mochoney and      and Stow, 1992

     Haack, 1994 Maclean et al., 1992
Jensen et al., 1995
Jensen et al., 1993
Hall et al., 1991
Augenstein
     et al., 1991
Ferguson et al., 1993
Jensen et al. 1987
Martin and
     Howarth, 1989

Threshold none major component none
Issues

GLMs   no   yes   no
Applicable
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Table 4.1 (continued): Change Detection Methods (adapted in part from Jensen, 1996)

Manual On-Screen Spectral Knowledge
Digitization Change Vector Based

Advantages good for very uses all bands automated
particular
change no need to framework for
phenomena classify individual hybrid methods

scenes

vector direction can
provide "from-to"
information

Disadvantages labor computationally tries to substitute
intensive intensive human experience

and knowledge
no way to base
automate

method needs to
be further developed

Related Jensen, 1996, p.272 Michalek, 1993 Wang, 1993
Studies Martin and Malila, 1980

     Howarth, 1989 Choung, 1992

Threshold  none major component depends on the
Issues methods incorporated

into the knowledge-
based system

GLMs   no   yes  possibly
Applicable


